Selection for polymorphism in the antigen recognition site of major histocompatibility complex class II molecules.
The genetic basis for the extensive polymorphism of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II molecules was investigated by statistical analysis. Nucleotide sequences of human DQA1, DQB1, DRB1, and DRB3 genes and murine A alpha, A beta, and E beta genes were used. The results show that polymorphism is selected for in the antigen recognition site of class II molecules since replacement substitutions in this region were found to occur at a significantly higher frequency than expected in the absence of selection. In contrast, replacement substitutions are selected against in the remaining part of the first domain exon and in the second domain exon. Furthermore, comparing the sequence variability pattern among different class II alpha and beta sequences, using a variability index for each residue, showed that, with few exceptions, highly polymorphic residues occur in the antigen recognition site. There was a strong and highly significant correlation in the variability pattern in the homologous DRB/E beta sequences but not for DQB/A beta or DQA/A alpha sequences. This difference may be related to the fact that both alpha and beta chains of DQ/A molecules are polymorphic, while only beta chains of DR/E molecules vary.